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Education is a continuous learning process interlinked

with each and every aspect of life. It is through language

that we explore the different realms of the Universe,

students connected science, geography, history and

maths through the Chapter ‘Discovering Tut—The Saga

Continues’. Value education and emotions held them

strong when they read the chapter ‘Mother’s Day’. These

diverse subjects are in synchronization with each other,

thereby satisfying the conditions of “Art Integration” and

“Subject Integration” put forth by the CBSE. These have

further led to enhancement and up-gradation of the four

skills, namely: listening, speaking, reading and writing.

ENGLISH



Physics gets students involved in 

conceptual learning through 

motion, forces and energy, in their 

daily life by using various  tools 

such as camera, cell phone etc. 

Further  students learnt the 

different components of projectile 

motion in such a way, that they can 

built a successful Catapult. 

PHYSICS



CHEMISTRY

Chemistry as we know, is the
study of matter and its
interactions with other matter
and energy. Students were
encouraged to observe
phenomena in their daily life
such as cleansing agents,
sanitizers, disinfectants,
specially in this Covid 19
pandemic.



MATHEMATICS

Mathematics helps in correlating the concepts

taught in the classes with the practical

applications in the daily life. Students learnt the

concepts in the form of venn diagrams and

graphs, students were encouraged to

understand different types of functions like

constant function, modulus function, signum

function etc. They understood that there are a

number of ways in which a particular

combination or arrangement can be done.



Education is a wonderful process which

provides vast area of learning for

overall development of students.

Students were involved in various

activities and prepared some of

wonderul charts, models and they took

on projects towards learning the

subject. They learnt about plant and

human physiology.

BIOLOGY



COMPUTER SCIENCE

Computer Science encompasses a variety of

topics including analysis of algorithms,

programming languages, program design,

software, and computer hardware. During the

sessions, students this year learnt:

 Methods and functions used in Python

language which will enhance their ability to

understand and apply basic computational

thinking.

 The notion of data types and data structures

and learnt to apply this in different

programming situations.

 About computer systems - architecture,

operating system, mobile and cloud

computing.

 To develop an understanding of cyber

ethics, cyber safety and cybercrime.

 To value of technology in society and the

technology behind biometric ids.



PHYSICAL EDUCATION

* Various activities performed helped

the students to remain active and

physical fit this year:

Khelo India fitness test activity to

measure flexibility, strength, speed

endurance and coordinator abilities.

Fit India school activities for

development of speed, strength,

endurance, agility, coordinating

abilities.

Yoga for physical, mental and

spiritual development

Nutrition and health - Diet for sport

persons for proper growth and

development

Aerobics and Tabata workout for

cardio respiratory endurance and

core strength developmen.t



EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT

During the session 2020-2021

different states of India were taken

to make students aware about the

diversity of cultural practices, attire,

folk music, dance, art forms, cuisine

etc. The states studied and

researched by students are as

follow: Haryana, Madhya Pradesh,

Chhattisgarh, Odisha, Tamil Naidu,

Maharashtra, Uttarakhand, Goa,

Andhra Pradesh and Jharkhand.
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